Joboffer dated from 04/20/2017

PHP Developer (f/m)
Field:
Type of employment:
Entry date:
Zip Code / Place:
Country:

Programmer: IT / Backend
/ Client / Web
Full-time
immediately
80807 Munich
Germany

Company data
Company:
Street adress:
Zip Code / Place:

Travian Games GmbH
Wilhelm-Wagenfeld-Str. 22
80807 München

Contact Person
Name:
Position:
Street adress:
Zip Code / Place:

Carola Knerr
Personalreferentin Recruiting und
Personalmarketing
Wilhelm-Wagenfeld-Str. 22
80807 München

Job description
Your role @ Travian Games:
We are looking for an outstanding PHP Developer for our Solutions Team! The Solutions Team
provides the infrastructure applications for our games and business department like
Marketing, Payment or Customer Service. We develop applications mostly in PHP together
with the customers and using agile development methods (i.e. Scrum and Kanban).

You are responsible for designing, implementing and maintaining the software platform
You support the customers in the definition of the requirements and creation of the user
stories
You help our games to integrate our applications
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You improve continually your knowledge as a software developer and share your
knowledge with your colleagues.

This is who you are:
You have a degree in computer science or similar
You have solid understanding of object-oriented design and design patterns
You have a good knowledge of Service Oriented Architecture and of MVC frameworks
You have very good knowledge of PHP (v5+) and MySQL
You have experience in front-end JavaScript (not only jQuery) and CSS knowledge
You are experienced in designing internal APIs (RESTful), working with JSON and XML
and using external APIs (e.g. Facebook).
You have experience in version control systems (ideally GIT)
You have proven team and communication skills
You are a quick learner with a fast perception
Your English is fluent; German language skills are a plus

Why you should join us:

Flexible working time
Responsible tasks in a creative and exciting industry
Team-oriented, open-minded working environment with dynamic and international
colleagues
Free fruits and coffee
Regular get-together
Global games oriented towards long-lasting gaming fun
Munich is a modern, cosmopolitan city and provides a fantastic range of leisure activities

Can't wait to talk to us? We are looking forward to your application including CV, references
and earliest possible date of employment via our homepage.

Travian Games GmbH
Wilhelm-Wagenfeld-Straße 22
80807 München
www.traviangames.com
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